Abstract. If a polycyclic-by-finite rank-K group Γ admits a faithful affine representation making it acting on R K properly discontinuously and with compact quotient, we say that Γ admits an affine structure. In 1977, John Milnor questioned the existence of affine structures for such groups Γ. Very recently examples have been obtained showing that, even for torsion-free, finitely generated nilpotent groups N , affine structures do not always exist. It looks natural to consider affine structures as examples of polynomial structures of degree one. We introduce the concept of a canonical type polynomial structure for polycyclic-by-finite groups. Using the algebraic framework of the Seifert Fiber Space construction and a nice cohomology vanishing theorem, we prove the existence and uniqueness (up to conjugation) of canonical type polynomial structures for virtually finitely generated nilpotent groups. Applying this uniqueness to a result going back to Mal cev, it follows that, for torsion-free, finitely generated nilpotent groups, each canonical polynomial structure is expressed in polynomials of limited degree. The minimal degree needed for obtaining a polynomial structure will determine the "affine defect number". We prove that the known counterexamples to Milnor's question have the smallest possible affine defect, i.e. affine defect number equal to one.
Introduction and main result
Let G be a connected and simply connected solvable Lie group. Milnor ([Mil77] ) conjectured that G admits a complete affinely flat structure invariant under left translations. Since then, a few papers claiming this conjecture affirmatively have been published, for example, ([Boy89] , [Boy90] and [Nis90] ).
With this in mind, the idea of a canonical type affine representation (implicitly born in [Sch74] and [Lee83] ) for (virtually) torsion-free, finitely generated nilpotent groups and the iteration problem related to this have been investigated ( [DI93] ). Uniqueness of these representations was studied in ( [IL90] ).
However, today, counterexamples produced by Benoist ([Ben92] ) and Burde and Grunewald ([BG93] ) show that certain nilmanifolds do not admit a complete affinely flat structure. Consequently, it follows that Milnor's conjecture is false even in the nilpotent case.
Note that one can look at such a complete affinely flat structure as a "polynomial structure of degree 1". In a situation where "polynomial structures of degree 1" fail to exist, the next best structure will be "polynomial structure of higher degree".
where 
Proof. Let t be a torsion element in C Γ (Γ ). This means that in the commutative
the group T generated by t maps trivially into Aut(Γ ). (The vertical maps are induced by conjugation in Γ). By [LR81, Lemma 1] the image of T in F acts trivially on M . This image is isomorphic to T , as Γ is torsion-free. Conversely, if T is a subgroup of F acting trivially on M , then T is the isomorphic image of a subgroup T of Γ (this lifting of T back to Γ can be done already if the T action on M has a fixed point). Clearly, then T commutes with Γ so that T ⊂ C Γ (Γ ).
For the last statement, note that a torsion element of Γ acts effectively on M if and only if the corresponding element of F acts effectively on M .
As an immediate consequence, we find the following reformulation of the above theorem in the situation we're interested in.
Corollary 2.4. Let Γ be a polycyclic-by-finite group, with Hirsch number K. Let N be the Γ c in a torsion-free filtration of Γ, and let F denote the set of torsion of C Γ (N ). For any properly discontinuous action of ρ : Γ → R K , F is the kernel of ρ. Moreover, F is the maximal finite normal subgroup of Γ.
We are now ready to summarize some important results on (general) representations of canonical type. For elements x ∈ R K we will label the coordinates as follows:
x = (x 1,1 , x 2,1 , . . . , x 1,k1 , x 2,1 , . . . , x 2,k2 , x 3,1 , . . . , x c,kc ).
We also write x i to indicate all variables (
In a way similar as for the x i,j we use h (1) Γ acts properly discontinuously on R K , via ρ and with compact quotient. (2) ker ρ =the maximal finite normal subgroup of Γ, so ρ is effective iff Γ is almost torsion-free (i.e. has no non-trivial finite normal subgroups) (see [DI94] ). Proof. The proof of the existence and uniqueness of a canonical type representation can be found in [LR84] . The reader may also consult [LR84] to see that the action of Γ defined on R K is properly discontinuous and that the orbit space is compact. (2) follows from Corollary 2.4. (3) and (4) are immediate consequences of the iterative way of building up ρ (see also (1)).
Having this concept of a (general) canonical type representation, it is clear now that to get a nicer geometric structure one needs to use smaller subgroups of H(R K ). In view of the iterative set up, it is however necessary that these subgroups satisfy one crucial condition: assume we restrict M(R K , R k ) to a subspace S(R K , R k ) containing the space of constant mappings R k and assume we restrict H(R K ) to a subgroup SH(R K ); then one observes that it is necessary that S( 
, we find the so-called canonical type smooth representations. Here, results analogous to Theorem 2.5 can be formulated (see [CR77] and [LR84] ).
(the vector space of affine mappings) and H(R K ) to Aff(R K ) (the affine group of R K ) (see [DI93] ). Polynomial representations: Write P (R K , R k ) to refer to the vector space of polynomial mappings p : R K → R k . So p is given by k polynomials in K variables. P (R K ) will be used to indicate the set of all polynomial diffeomorphisms of R K , with an inverse which is also a polynomial mapping. This is a group where the multiplication is given by composition. It is not hard to verify that
and that the resulting semi-direct product group 
. So, the torsion-free filtrations we are looking at are central series of the form:
We will refer to such a filtration, as a torsion-free central series.
From now on, if we speak of a polynomial representation ρ : N → P (R K ) which is of canonical type, we mean of canonical type with respect to some torsion-free central series.
Referring to Theorem 2.5 and to the fact that we are dealing with a central series, we can state the following corollary. . One can check that there is a canonical type representation ρ : N −→ P (R 6 ) of this N given in terms of the images of the generators (the central series used, is suggested by the labeling of the generators):
The following theorem, intrinsically due to Mal cev ([Mal51]), will imply the existence of canonical type polynomial representations for all torsion-free, f.g. nilpotent groups. Proof. Write for the Lie algebra of G. It is well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence between and G via the exponential mapping. We follow Mal cev's ideas to describe the group structure of G.
Theorem 3.3. Every connected, simply connected c-step nilpotent Lie group
Consider the sequence of Lie subalgebras h i of given by the lower central series of
of in such a way that h i is the vector space generated by
Now, introduce a system of coordinates on G by defining for all g of G its coordinate c(g) to be the coordinate of log(g) with respect to the basis
A close examination of the previous expression now shows that the (i, j)-th coordinate of the product xy satisfies:
where P i,j is a polynomial of total degree ≤ c − i + 1 in all the variables x p,q and y r,s (use the nilpotency of ). Moreover, when regarded as a polynomial in the x p,q -variables (resp. y r,s -variables) alone, P i,j has degree ≤ c − i. So, in terms of the coordinates introduced for G, the product is expressed by polynomial functions. We use these functions to define the embedding of G in P (R K ) as follows:
It is now easy to see that this ρ indeed defines an action of G on R K (in fact, it is just left translation in G!), which satisfies the criteria of the statement. Restricting the representation ρ : G → P (R K ) (based on the chosen basis of ) to N , we see that we obtain a canonical representation of N into P (R K ).
In view of this corollary, Counterexample 2.6 is really disappointing. It looks as if the only way out, if one insists on the capability to iterate the set-up, is to go on with the general polynomial (without upper bound degree) situation.
Remark 3.5. The proof of Theorem 3.3 can easily be adjusted to work with more general central series. Therefore, if G admits a lattice N , we can find a canonical type polynomial representation of N (of finite degree) with respect to any torsionfree central series N * of N .
For technical reasons we need the following (rather well known) lemma, the proof of which is left to the reader. Lemma 3.6. Let Γ ⊆ R k be any set of elements which span R k as a vector space, for some k ∈ N 0 . Let p(x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k , x k+1 , . . . , x n ) be a polynomial in n variables for n ≥ k, with real coefficients. Suppose 
. . x i,ki (see Lemma 3.6). Therefore, we may identify p(x) with an element of 
we have
is a vector space and N is of finite index in E, we know that the restriction map
is injective. Therefore, it is enough to prove the statement for the case when E = N . First we prove that 
Without loss of generality we assume that Z l has a normal subgroup Z, with torsion-free quotient Z l /Z and acting only on the first component of R K . As in Lemma 3.7 we find that
for all i, the restriction-inflation exact sequence yields isomorphisms:
This proves (something more than) the theorem for torsion-free abelian groups. This generalises Theorem 2.5 of [IL90] . Now we consider any finitely generated nilpotent group N of nilpotency class c > 1 and we assume the theorem holds for groups of lower nilpotency class. By the above we know that
with the normal subgroup subgroup N 1 of N , we apply Lyndon-Serre spectral sequence (the restriction-inflation exact sequence) to get isomorphisms:
where the second isomorphism is due to Lemma 3.7. Finally the last term is trivial by induction hypothesis. This completes the proof.
Corollary 3.9. Let E be as above and assume ϕ : 
Proof. It is enough to show that, for e ∈ E, ρ(e) is such that
with ρ(e)(x) = (P We will look at the effect of both sides of (3) on a general element x with coordinates ( x 1,1 , x 1,2 , . . . , x c,kc ) .
Remember that z (resp. z ) acts on R K by some translation on the first k 1 components, say by (z 1,1 , . . . , z 1,k1 ) (resp. (z 1,1 , . . . , z 1,k1 ) 1 + x 1,1 , . . . , z 1,k1 + x 1,k1 , x 2,1 , . . . , x c,kc ) = P e i,j (x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,k1 , x 2,1 , . . . , x c,kc ). Since the set of all (z 1,1 , . . . , z 1,k1 ) forms a lattice of R k1 , we conclude that the polynomial P e i,j (x 1,1 , . . . , x c,kc ) has to be independent of the coordinates x 1,q (1 ≤ q ≤ k 1 ).
The same technique can now be used to proceed this proof. One shows by induction on p that P e i,j is independent of x p,q if i > p. Remark 3.11. We will call a filtration E * as in the lemma above a torsion-free pseudo-central series of E. If E is virtually nilpotent as above, then, if we consider a canonical type representation we will always mean "canonical with respect to a torsion-free pseudo-central series of E".
We finish this section with the following lemma:
Lemma 3.12. Let E be a virtually abelian group containing a group Z k as a normal subgroup of finite index. Then a canonical type polynomial representation is an affine representation.
Proof. Let ρ : E → P (R k ) be the canonical type polynomial representation. We know that the abelian normal subgroup acts on R k via translations:
There is a homomorphism ϕ :
Fix an element e and assume ϕ(e) is given by a matrix (α i,j ) 1≤i,j≤k . We denote ρ(e) = (P 1 (x), P 2 (x), . . . , P k (x)), where the P i (x) are some polynomials in k variables. For any element x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k ) and any z = (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z k ) ∈ Z k we have that
(
Now, consider the polynomial
The previous computation shows that Q(z) = 0 ∀z ∈ Z k . This implies that Q(x) = 0 or that P i (x) is a polynomial of degree 1.
Existence and uniqueness of polynomial manifolds
In this section we make intensive use of the basic facts of the theory of Seifert Fiber Space constructions. We refer to [Lee83] and [CR77] for the full details concerning this concept.
With a polynomial manifold of dimension n we mean a quotient manifold of the form E\R n where E is a group acting freely and properly discontinuously on R n via a polynomial action ρ : E → P (R n ). If the image of ρ consists only of polynomials of degree ≤ s, we say that the manifold E\R n is of degree ≤ s. Whenever we use the term manifold, we will mean a closed manifold. 
Proof. (Existence) The existence is already covered by Corollary 3.4. Nevertheless, it is useful to present an alternative proof here; in fact, this proof, as it is based on a cohomological argument, has the advantage of generalising to the virtual nilpotent situation and offering a set-up allowing us to treat the uniqueness. We proceed by induction on the nilpotency class c of N . If N is abelian, then the existence is well known. Now, suppose that N is of class c > 1 and the existence is guaranteed for lower nilpotency classes. Using the induction hypothesis, the group N/N 1 can be furnished with a canonical type polynomial representation
We obtain an embedding i :
We are looking for a map ρ making the following diagram commutative:
where
The existence of such a map ρ is now guaranteed by the surjectiveness of δ in the long exact cohomology sequence
(Uniqueness) Again we proceed by induction on the nilpotency class c of N . For c = 1 the result is again well known. Indeed, two canonical type representations of a virtually abelian group are even known to be affinely conjugated.
So we suppose that N is of class c > 1 and that the theorem holds for smaller nilpotency classes. The representations ρ 1 , ρ 2 induce two canonical type polynomial representationsρ
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a polynomial mapq :
Lift thisq to a polynomial map q of R K1 as follows:
When restricted to N 1 , ρ 1 and ρ 2 are mapping elements onto pure translations of R k1 . We know that there exists an affine mappingÃ : R k1 → R k1 for which
ExtendÃ to an affine mapping of R K by defining
Let us denote
Then we see that ψ and ρ 2 are two canonical type polynomial representations of N , which coincide with each other on N 1 and which induce the same representation of N/N 1 . This means that ψ and ρ 2 can be seen as the result of a Seifert construction with respect to the same data (cf. the commutative diagram above).
Now we use the injectiveness of δ in (4), which implies that ψ and ρ 2 are conjugated to each other by an element r ∈ P (R K2 , R k1 ) (seen as an element of P (R K )!). So we may conclude that 
Corollary 4.3. Since any canonical type polynomial representation ρ of N is polynomially conjugated to a polynomial representation of finite degree, ρ itself has to be of finite degree.
By replacing N by a group E which contains N as a normal subgroup of finite index, and noting that
is injective, we get the following Lemma 4.9. For N as above, we can say that
. This follows at once from the results above.
The first is proved in [Sch74] ; for the second, we refer to [Ben92] .
The affine defect d(N ) measures the obstruction for N to be fundamental group of a complete affinely flat compact manifold. As we will show in our last section, the counter-examples to Milnor's question studied so far are of weakest possible affine defect.
Remark 4.10. Corollary 4.4 is a generalization of Theorem 1.20 in [FG83] and of Theorem 4.1 in [IL90] . In this second paper, the authors are concerned with canonical type affine representations (called "special" there), with respect to the upper central series. They claim that we can take the polynomial to conjugate with, of degree ≤ c!. Certainly there is a polynomial conjugation, but the degree does not seem to be right. We indicate a gap in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [IL90] .
First notice that, in the case where c = 1, the polynomial needed to conjugate two canonical type affine representations should be taken of degree 1. The real gap is in the induction argument in [IL90] . Indeed, an induction argument assumes that, after conjugation by a polynomial on the N/N 1 = N/Z(N )-level, the result on the N -level is again a canonical type affine representation. Of course, the conjugation does not touch the canonical type character of the representation. However, as the subsequent example shows, one might obtain a polynomial representation which stays outside the affine group.
Example 4.11. Let N be the following finitely generated torsion-free 3-step nilpotent group: • In the linear part of ρ i (i = 1, 2), we discard the first column and the first row.
• In the translational part, we omit the first term.
Following the general theory of Seifert Fiber Spaces and the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [IL90] or of Theorem 4.4 we find that there must exist a polynomial mapping p(x) in P (R 2 , R) such thatρ
is seen as an element of P (R 2 , R) P (R 2 ) or as an element of P(R 3 ). Some elementary computations show that the only possible p's are of the form:
where r can be any real number. If we now lift this p to a polynomial mapping of R 4 , say
we find that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use which is clearly not affine. Moreover, the same can be said about any lift of p of the form
where m(x, y, z, t) denotes some polynomial of degree ≤ 2 in the four variables.
Finally, we indicate how ρ 1 and ρ 2 can be seen to be conjugated by a polynomial. Consider
Then one can see that
and some calculations then result in
Groups of affine defect one
The only known connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie groups not acting simply transitively and affinely on Euclidean n-space are those constructed by Benoist [Ben92] and Burde and Grunewald [BG93] . In fact, it is the situation on the Lie algebra level which is investigated in both papers.
The The results of Benoist, Burde and Grunewald imply that, in case s = 0, a(−2, s, t)
has no faithful 12-dimensional linear representation. Therefore, no lattice of the corresponding Lie group A(−2, s, t) can act properly discontinuously on R 11 , via affine motions and with compact quotient.
In this section we indicate how one can construct a uniform lattice Γ of A(−2, s, t), acting properly discontinuously on R 11 via polynomial diffeomorphisms, in such a way that the polynomial mappings used are of degree ≤ 2. It will follow that these lattices Γ have affine defect 1.
To do so, we will embed this Γ into a connected, simply connected Lie group P (of finite dimension) of polynomial diffeomorphisms of R 11 . In fact, let P be the group consisting of all mappings , y 2 , . . . , y 10 ) y 10 + p 10 (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y 9 ) . . .
where p i (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y i−1 ) is a polynomial of degree ≤ 1 in the variables y 1 , . . . , y i−1 , except p 11 which is of degree ≤ 2. In view of the results mentioned above, an embedding Γ → P is really the best (non affine) thing we could expect.
The first step to clear this job was to construct a unitriangular matrix representation of A(−2, s, t). This was not difficult since Burde and Grunewald [BG93] give an explicit way to construct a 34-dimensional (and with some more trouble, a 22-dimensional) matrix representation for the Lie algebra a(−2, s, t), using its universal enveloping algebra. These matrices are upper triangular, with 0's on the diagonal, and so by exponentiating we find the desired representation on the Lie group level.
For the sake of simplicity we will restrict ourselves to the cases where s, t ∈ Z; however, we remark here that things work out for rational s and t too.
Let Γ denote the subgroup of A(−2, s, t) generated by A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A 11 , where
A 5 = exp( In fact, after having taken A 1 = exp(e 1 ) and A 2 = exp(e 2 ), the others have been chosen carefully so that they generate a lattice. It is obvious that this choice is not unique.
Now that we have enough information about the group structure, we are going to build up an embedding Γ → P . In order to do so we will first realise the rank 10 group Γ/Z(Γ) = Γ/ A 11 as a properly discontinuous group of affine motions of R 10 . The idea behind this is the fact that the adjoint representation ad : a(−2, s, t) → gl(a(−2, s, t)) is an 11-dimensional matrix representation factoring through a(−2, s, t)/Z(a(−2, s, t)) = a(−2, s, t)/ e 11 . By exponentiating this representation, we may realise A(−2, s, t)/Z(A(−2, s, t)) as a group of affine motions of R 10 . However, in this way the group A(−2, s, t)/Z(A(−2, s, t)) does not act simply transitively on R 10 as we would like, therefore we slightly modify the adjoint representation in order to obtain, on the Lie group level, a simply transitive action. This altered adjoint representation, denoted by φ, is determined completely by the images of e 1 and e 2 : 
As the images of ϕ consist of unitriangular matrices, A(−2, s, t)/Z(A(−2, s, t))
can indeed be looked at as being a simply transitive group of affine motions of R 10 . In the next step we lift the map ϕ : Γ → Gl(11, R) to a faithful morphism ψ : Γ → P . We present ψ by giving the images of the generators: Here, we see ϕ(A i ) as an affine mapping of R 10 and the f i are polynomials of degree ≤ 2 given by: 
